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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/04/2024
1:20:00 AM  Officer conducted extra patrols. IS

2:04:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient was transported to Southwest Health. IS

3:46:00 AM  Officers enforced parking regulations. IS

7:50:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS paged for lift assist. Patient refused transport. Mh

8:37:00 AM  Officer responded to report of vehicle damaged at this location from a hit and run. No citations issued, DT4000 will be 
completed. Mh

1:25:00 PM  Paper service. mh

10:16:00 AM  Traffic compliant on a vehicle all over the roadway. Officer responded to the area and was unable to locate the vehicle in 
question. BG

10:43:00 AM  Subject had fingerprints taken at this location. Mh

11:43:00 AM  Officer performed home security checks. BG

12:01:00 PM  Complainant advised of another subject dumping garbage near his residence. Due to call volume officers were unable to 
respond. Follow up was conducted and the complainant advised he just wanted the information documented. BG

2:29:00 PM  Caller advised that subject's car was damaged in the parking lot of this location. Officer met with subject and advised that 
follow up would be conducted at a later time. mh

3:07:00 PM
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Start Date End Date

06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/04/2024
 Complainant reported hitting an unoccupied vehicle while at this parking lot. A DT 4000 will be completed. pam

3:20:00 PM SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

3:26:00 PM  Anonymous complainant of male party that had broken a vehicle's windshield. Officers responded to location provided and 
last known address and individual was not located. pam

6:14:00 PM  Officer provided community policing. pam

6:42:00 PM  Complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported patient to SWH ER. pam

7:18:00 PM  Complainant reported a car horn beeping non stop. Officer responded and the beeping stopped, employees assisted with 
locating owner. pam

8:24:00 PM  Vehicle lockout, entry gained with no damage. pam

8:30:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

11:11:00 PM  Officers conducted security checks. IS

06/05/2024
1:54:00 AM  Complainant advised their sister had taken their dog for a walk and had not returned. Officers were dispatched to the area. 

Southwest Health EMS was dispatched to the area as well. Individual was transported to Southwest Health. IS

7:26:00 AM  Officer conducted community policing for an event at this location. Mh

7:29:00 AM
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Start Date End Date

06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/05/2024
 Paper Service. Aw

9:30:00 AM  Subject came into the lobby and wanted to speak with an officer regarding a traffic complaint. Officer made contact with the 
subject. mh

9:47:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

10:23:00 AM Traffic stop was conducted at this location for failure to stop at a red light. Driver received a verbal warning. mh

10:51:00 AM  Officer conducted community policing at these locations. mh

11:06:00 AM  Subject came into the police department and wanted to speak with an officer regarding tenant issues. Officer made contact 
with the subject. mh

12:36:00 PM Complainant called and advised that her car had stalled and was blocking traffic at this location. Officer arrived on scene and 
directed traffic until tow truck arrived. mh

1:08:00 PM Southwest EMS transfer. mh

12:53:00 PM  Parking complaint at this location. Officer responded and the vehicles were chalked for 2-hour ordnance. BG

2:50:00 PM  Officer performed a traffic stop for expired registration. The driver received a written warning for the same with a fix date of 
06/19/2024. BG

4:08:00 PM  While conducting follow up at this location, the individual arrived in a vehicle, which she was driving without a valid license. 
Charges will be sent to the District Attorney for Operating While Suspended. acd.

4:45:00 PM
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06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/05/2024
 While providing extra patrol at the airport, officer noticed two vehicles, which were parked and unoccupied in the main lot. 
acd.

5:07:00 PM  Complainant reported lost keys. acd.

5:24:00 PM  Cell 911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. acd.

5:50:00 PM  Officer conducted home security checks city wide. acd.

6:14:00 PM  Complainant stated a dog had been left in a vehicle with windows closed. Officer responded and made contact with the 
owners. The windows were open half way and the dog was interested in getting attention, but was not in distress. acd.

7:49:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver was issued a written warning for expired vehicle registration, with a fix date of 6/19/2024. acd.

8:25:00 PM  Complainant stated she made contact with a male subject in the parking lot, and told him he would have to move his vehicle. 
The male subject became aggressive and verbally abusive toward the complainant, who went back inside for safety. Officers 
responded and made contact with the complainant. Attempts were made to contact the male individual, who had gone into a 
nearby apartment. The individual would not come to the door or answer the phone. Officer advised he would be receiving a 
citation for Disorderly Conduct, and a business card had been left on the vehicle. The individual called on 911, asking to speak 
with an officer. The officer returned his call, and gave him a verbal warning for misuse of 911. acd.

8:29:00 PM  Complainant stated a vehicle had been parked in the lot at this location for several days. Officer responded and issued a 
citation. acd.

9:12:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to a Watertown hospital. acd.

10:54:00 PM  Officer provided extra patrol at the airport. acd.
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06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/05/2024
11:07:00 PM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for a defective headlight. Driver was issued a written warning with a fix date of 6/19/2024. IS

11:49:00 PM Security check at this location. TD

06/06/2024
12:46:00 AM  Extra patrol at this location. TD

1:00:00 AM  Extra patrol at these locations. TD

2:07:00 AM  EMS Transfer. TD

2:16:00 AM  Black wallet found on street and brought to the police department. TD

2:32:00 AM  security checks completed at these locations. TD

2:34:00 AM  Security check of the football field/sports complex at the high school. TD

4:10:00 AM  Officer conducted extra patrols. IS

6:15:00 AM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for illegible license plates. Driver was issued a written warning with a fix date of 6/20/2024. IS

8:15:00 AM  An individual came to the police department, and it was determined he had a valid arrest warrant from another agency. The 
individual was taken into custody and transported to the Grant County Jail. acd.

8:38:00 AM  Officer conducted community policing at the high school. acd.

9:39:00 AM
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06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/06/2024
 Complainant stated a dog, described as a beige colored large breed, with a curly coat, was running at large at this location. 
Officer responded and followed the dog to a local residence. acd. The owner received a written warning to have both of her 
dogs licensed with the city by 07/01/2024. Aw

9:50:00 AM  Cell 911. Complainant stated two boxes of nails had been spilled in the road at this location. Officer responded and cleared the 
road. The property was placed in the lost and found. acd.

12:53:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS responded to this location, and the patient refused transport. acd.

2:35:00 PM  Cell 911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to a Dubuque hospital. acd.

3:50:00 PM  GTSO transfer a 911 call. Complainant reported a female party that attempted to rob this location with a knife. Officers were 
advised, vehicle was shortly located on Hwy 151/exit 19. Two individuals were taken in to custody, where they were 
interviewed. One female was transported to GTSO Jail. pam

4:18:00 PM  Complainant requested Platteville Fire for a fire alarm accidently pulled. Platteville Fire responded and alarm was reset. pam

4:28:00 PM Alarm company called in and requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and patient advised of no emergency. pam

4:41:00 PM  Complainant reported a pistol laying behind garage. Officer responded and it was determined it was a toy gun. pam

6:55:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

7:00:00 PM  Complainant came to the PD and reported that childs mother left without taking child. Officer spoke with parent over the 
phone. pam

8:18:00 PM  Community Policing. pam
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Start Date End Date

06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/06/2024
9:58:00 PM  Officer provided special patrol. pam

10:00:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with illegible plates. Driver was issued a written warning for the same with a fix date of 6/20/24. 
pam

10:59:00 PM  Traffic stop. Driver received written warning for speed. Passenger received written warning for non- registration of vehicle 
with a fix date 06/20/2024. TD

11:41:00 PM  Officers observed what appeared to a be a physical conflict on the cameras in dispatch. Officers responded to the location. 
Individuals claimed they were joking around. IS

06/07/2024
12:51:00 AM  Officers assisted with a civil issue. IS

1:26:00 AM security check completed at this location. TD

3:22:00 AM  Parking enforcement completed. TD

5:18:00 AM  Caller stated that one of the children took a vehicle without permission and cash. Caller spoke with officer on phone about 
matter. TD

5:57:00 AM  Grant County Sheriff's Department requested officer assistance with an individual laying in a ditch at the location. Officers 
and Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location.

7:22:00 AM  Complainant advised of a German Shepherd at large near this location. Officer responded and located an owner for the dog. 
The dog was returned to the owner's parent. BG
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Start Date End Date

06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/07/2024
7:50:00 AM  Complainant called about motorhome being in private parking lot. Vehicle owner could not be contacted. Officer responded 

and vehicle was gone on arrival. mh

9:04:00 AM  Fingerprints were taken at this location. mh

9:44:00 AM Found article turned into the police department. Items were destroyed. mh

3:20:00 PM  Complainant reported a hit and run accident in the parking lot at this location. Officer responded and met with the 
complainant. Officer responded to the business and was able to view the suspect vehicle and driver on camera footage. Follow 
up will be conducted. acd.

3:26:00 PM  Background check. pam

6:08:00 PM  Complainant came to the police department and spoke with an officer about a suspicious incident. acd.

6:54:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS responded to this location at the request of the LaFayette County Sheriff's Office. The patient was 
transported by Medflight. acd.

7:20:00 PM  Complainant stated a dog was barking across the street, and this had been going on for over fifteen minutes. Officer responded 
and checked the area, but did not hear the dog. Unable to locate. acd.

7:10:00 PM  Complainant reported that child's mother threw phone out of window. Officer made phone contact with individual, it was 
determined that incident happened in Lafayette County. Individual was advised to contact correct jurisdiction. pam

7:36:00 PM  Complainant stated she had purchased kittens online from another state, and the seller was requesting more money for a 
permit. Complainant came to the police department and met with an officer.
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Start Date End Date

06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/08/2024
12:06:00 AM  Security check completed at this location. TD

12:27:00 AM  Security check at these businesses. TD

12:57:00 AM  EMS Transfer. TD

1:36:00 AM  Extra patrol at this location. TD

1:45:00 AM  Extra patrol at this location. TD

3:02:00 AM  Traffic stop for stop sign violation. Cited for non registration on vehicle, written warnings for no proof of insurance and 
expired license with a fix date of 06/22/2024. TD

8:19:00 AM  Complainant advised that cars did not have permission to park in private parking lot. Attempt made to contact the vehicle 
owners. Both vehicles were cited. mh

8:48:00 AM Complainant advised of a subject trespassing at this location. Officer responded and spoke to the complainant. Follow up will 
be conducted. BG

9:32:00 AM  Complainant advised his mailbox had been damaged. Information only. mh

10:25:00 AM  Complainant wanted to make a report of their vehicle being hit in parking lot. Subject spoke with officer. Follow-up to be 
conducted. mh

10:29:00 AM  E911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

11:34:00 AM
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Start Date End Date

06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/08/2024
 Southwest Health EMS transfer. mh

12:37:00 PM  Found article. mh

1:56:00 PM  Complainant advised a disturbance at this location. Officers responded and spoke to all parties involved. Two subjects were 
cited for DC. mh

2:03:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS transfer. mh

2:28:00 PM  Subject reported to the PD to speak to an officer about harassment. Due to call volume officers were unable to respond. 
Follow up was conducted and the complainant did not want to report anything at this time. BG

9:06:00 PM  Traffic stop for speed. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

9:12:00 PM  GTSO transfer a 911 prefix call. Officer responded and no one in distress was located. pam

9:23:00 PM  Traffic stop for speed. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

9:27:00 PM  e911 transfer by GTSO. Complainant reported a male individual laying in the middle of the road. Officer and SWH EMS were 
paged. SWH EMS transported patient to SWH ER. pam

9:30:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with defective driver side headlight. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

9:07:00 PM Admin message received from GTSO advising of possible fraud. Officer made phone contact with complainant. pam

10:34:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with no headlights. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same and also for operating over the 
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Start Date End Date

06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/08/2024
allowed speed limit. pam

10:36:00 PM  Traffic stop for red light violation at Business 151/Water St. Driver was issued a written warning for the same. pam

10:48:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with no taillights. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:01:00 PM Individuals on long boards riding them in the street. Verbally warned. TD 

11:30:00 PM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for stop sign violation. TD

11:54:00 PM  Driver hit an animal on highway and requested someone check his car. Officer responded to scene to check car. Driver will 
contact Sheriff's office to file crash report. TD

06/09/2024
12:13:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for stop sign violation. TD

12:44:00 AM Complainant stating that there is a vehicle speeding up street numerous times. Officer responded to area to run radar. Vehicle 
not located. TD

1:32:00 AM  Security check completed at this location. TD

1:48:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for speed. TD

3:39:00 AM  Complainant stated that there was loud noises and a dog barking coming from neighbors. Officers responded and spoke with 
individuals.

3:58:00 AM
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Start Date End Date

06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/09/2024
 EMS Transfer. TD

4:10:00 AM  Extra patrol in the industrial park area. TD

7:12:00 AM  E911 - Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. mh

9:48:00 AM  E911 plot. I called the number back and made contact, caller advised it was an accident. Sgt on duty was advised. mh

11:44:00 AM Traffic complaint on a vehicle all over the roadway. Officer responded and performed a traffic stop for a defective brake light. 
The driver received a verbal warning for the same and for expired registration. BG

2:09:00 PM E911 - Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. mh

2:30:00 PM Vehicle lockout, entry gained no damage. BG

2:15:00 PM Complainant advised she was concerned for the subject's welfare. Officer responded and contact was made with the subject 
who appeared to be okay. mh

3:18:00 PM  Complainant came to the PD and spoke with an officer about civil issues. pam

4:35:00 PM  Complainant called 911 and was concerned for child after a male individual clapped his hands to get childs attention. It was 
determined nothing criminal had occurred. pam

3:25:00 PM  Complainant spoke with an officer over the phone about a welfare check. pam

6:24:00 PM  Complainant reported backing vehicle into a fire hydrant. No damage was done to the fire hydrant. A DT 4000 will be 
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Start Date End Date

06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/09/2024
completed. Platteville Water Dept was advised. pam

7:00:00 PM Individual brought a found item to the PD. Item was disposed. pam

8:49:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating over the allowed speed limit. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

9:06:00 PM  Traffic stop for stop sign violation. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

9:51:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating over the allowed speed limit, stop sign violation and for operating with improper display of 
registration. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

10:43:00 PM  Extra patrol. pam

11:01:00 PM  Officer conducted a traffic stop for operating without a license plate. Driver was issued a verbal warning. IS

11:11:00 PM  Officer observed an unoccupied vehicle at the location. Officer conducted security checks at the businesses at the location and 
they were secure. IS

11:52:00 PM  Officer conducted extra patrols. IS

06/10/2024
4:45:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS conducted an ambulance transfer. IS

6:25:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS dispatched to the location. Patient was transported to Southwest Health. IS

7:15:00 AM  Complainant called about motorhome being in private parking lot. Vehicle was cited and the owner was contacted. The 
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06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/10/2024
vehicle owner advised that they would move the vehicle. mh

7:48:00 AM  Complainant called and advised they wanted a vehicle cited and towed from this location. Officer responded and tow was 
called. The vehicle was impounded. mh

8:15:00 AM  Subject reported to the lobby of the police department to be fingerprinted. mh

9:10:00 AM  Complainant advised there was a dog at-large at this location. Officer responded and the dog was gone on arrival. mh

10:02:00 AM Officer stopped a vehicle for speed at this location. Driver received a verbal warning for the same thing. mh

10:10:00 AM  Officer performed a traffic stop for speed. The driver received a verbal warning for the same. BG

10:16:00 AM  Officer performed a traffic stop for speed. The driver received a verbal warning for the same. BG

10:25:00 AM  Officer stopped vehicle at this location for speed. Driver received a verbal warning for the same thing. mh

11:41:00 AM Subject advised items were donated that can not be resold. Officer responded and items were brought back to PD to be 
inventoried. mh

11:43:00 AM CSO performed home security checks. mh

1:11:00 PM  Task force case. BG

1:47:00 PM  E911 - Two subjects called and reported a physical domestic with no injuries. Officers responded and spoke to all parties 
involved. Two subjects will be cited for disorderly conduct. mh
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06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/10/2024
1:51:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS transfer. mh

2:27:00 PM  Officer assisted GTSO with an eviction notice. BG

3:45:00 PM  Traffic stop for expired registration. Driver was given a written warning for the registration and for no proof of insurance with 
a fix date of 06/14/2024. Aw

4:45:00 PM  Vehicle lockout. Entry gained, no damage. Aw

5:12:00 PM  Complainant reported damage to her vehicle that occurred while she was at work. Aw

5:24:00 PM  Complainant spoke to an officer about suspected animal abuse. Suspect will be referred to the District Attorney's office. Aw

5:52:00 PM  Rapid SOS plot. Contact made with caller who stated the call was accidental. Aw

6:06:00 PM  Parking complaint. Individuals attending a soccer game are double parked on a section of the street, parked on both sides and 
blocking the complainant's driveway. Aw

4:04:00 PM  Found property inventoried. Aw

7:57:00 PM  911 call, complainant reported hearing possible gunshots form a neighboring residence. Officer responded and were unable to 
find a source for the noise. Aw

9:05:00 PM  Complainant reported a male acting strangely. Officer did not locate anyone. Aw

9:12:00 PM  Complainant reported damage to both of his vehicles that may indicate they were broken into. Officer responded to take 
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06/04/2024 06/10/2024

06/10/2024
report. Aw

10:04:00 PM  Security checks. Aw

11:15:00 PM  Officer conducted extra patrols. IS

Total: 167


